
Results

Background
Dysarthria

A speech disorder caused by weakness or incoordination of the muscles necessary for speech
Commonly caused by neurological disorders like cerebral palsy, strokes or Parkinson’s disease
The severity of dysarthria in a patient greatly impacts their treatment
Dysarthria severity assessment currently needs to be done by a licensed speech therapist and is a time-
consuming process [1]

Whisper
Multi-lingual and multi-task Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) model
Encoder-Decoder architecture [2]
Dysarthria severity classifiers trained on Whisper embeddings outperform those trained on traditional
sound representations [3]

 

Research Questions

Methodology

Limitations
Only a subset of TORGO was utilized due to computational limitations
The CNN architecture was adapted for MSDM due to their differing utterance lengths

 Difficult to compare CNN results from TORGO to MSDM
Batch size, number of layers and other hyperparameters were set using trial and error

Speaker dependency of the models
The training and test data included utterances from all participants meaning models likely learnt
specific speaker patterns of the participants. A possible solution would have been to leave one
speaker out per severity class for the test and validation sets. This performance would be likely
lower but would better represent the models’ performance in a real-world setting.

Conclusion
With 97.47% accuracy achieved by the GRU, we have shown that RNN variants trained on Whisper
features can outperform CNNs. Next, we found that RNN variants trained on MSDM achieved
greater performance than their counterparts trained on TORGO, with the opposite being the case
for CNNs. Additionally, processing all utterances to remove padded silence improved
performance for RNN variants.  Finally, all models trained on fine-tuned Whisper embeddings
were found to achieve greater performance than those trained on normal Whisper features. 

Future Work
Train models on normal and fine-tuned Wav2Vec2 embeddings
Implement ensemble methods to combine multiple different models to improve performance
Evaluate speaker dependency of models 
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Classifiers Architectures

Traditional RNN
Learns temporal information
Has exploding and vanishing gradient problems  

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
Uses a cell to store important information
Trains 3 gates to manage cell memory

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM)
Extension of LSTM with data processed in both
directions

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 
Simplified gate structure compared to LSTM

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
Commonly used in image classification
Convolutional layers are used to learn hierarchical
features
Translationally invariant

[4]

Datasets
TORGO

3667 subset of the whole dataset
Utterances longer than 2.5 seconds

MSDM 
Shorter Utterances
61,396 utterances
Random resampling of minority classes 

Fine-tuned Whisper model

Developed by Mirella Günther
Fine-tuned Whisper for dysarthric ASR 
Trained for 2 epochs on TORGO
Weights were updated using low-rank
adaptation 

Experiment
All models were trained on:

TORGO embeddings cut to a timeframe of 375 (including silence)
TORGO embeddings cut to a timeframe of 125 (no silence)
TORGO fine-tuned embeddings cut to a timeframe of 125
MSDM dataset

Model training and optimization techniques
90% of data for training, 10% for testing
10% of training data used for the validation set
Patience-based early stopping was used

Stop training if validation loss hasn’t improved for 13 epochs 
Patience-based learning rate control

If validation loss hasn’t improved for 3 epochs, then half the learning rate

Discussion
The GRU had the greatest performance with an accuracy of 97.48% on fine-tuned TORGO
embeddings

1.29% improvement on models trained on traditional spectral features [5]
Similar performance to the best CNNs trained on Whisper features in previous work [3]

Removing padded silence improved the performance of RNN variants
Fewer gradient issues and shorter temporal dependencies  

The performance of RNN variants was higher on MSDM compared to TORGO
MSDM has shorter utterances than TORGO

All models improved when trained on fine-tuned Whisper embeddings
BiLSTM performed worse than LSTM
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Figure 1: Accuracy of models on all datasets


